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AD NETWORKS & 
SDK COMPANIES

BRANDS & APP DEVELOPERS
• Advertising Optimization

• Competitive Intelligence

• Benchmarking

• Product & Market Research

• Monetization Analysis

• Daily & Monthly Active Users

• Engagement Index

• 30 Day Retention

• App Metadata (rank, ratings, etc.)

• Company Contact Info

• Company HQ Location

• Download Estimations

• IAP Revenue Estimations

• Advertising Revenue Estimations

• Average Revenue Per User

• App Breakout Index

• SDK Install Analysis

Apptopia’s mobile app market intelligence is used by major companies across the 
world to make more informed, data driven decisions.

INVESTORS & 
VC FIRMS
• Deal Discovery

• Due Diligence

• Market & Trend Analysis

• Sales Intelligence

• Lead Generation

• Market Analysis

WHO USES OUR 
PRODUCT

DATA WE OFFER



CURRENTLY USING 
APPTOPIA’S DATA

DATA FEATURED IN



DAILY DOWNLOAD 
ANALYSIS

• Analyze global downloads for over 1 million iOS and Google Play apps

• Compare daily download performance across 50+ countries

• Understand country-level download performance as a percentage of 
worldwide totals

Product Use Case #1:

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN 
RESEARCH



USAGE INTELLIGENCE

Understanding what actions a user takes inside an app is crucial to understanding 
revenue. Explore any app’s daily and monthly usage to identify trends and inform 
strategy.

The Usage Intelligence tool helps you understand the rate at which users are 
uninstalling certain apps and the key drop off points in retention to analyze.



COMPANY 
PERFORMANCE PAGES

Quickly size up publishers’ bottom lines in terms of downloads, revenue, and usage.
See a detailed breakdown of inventory and identify which apps contribute most to a 
particular company’s performance.

MONETIZATION 
STYLE ANALYSIS

Learn how different apps monetize 
their users (IAP vs advertising). 
Quickly identify which countries 
have the highest revenue potential 
per user and represent the biggest 
opportunity.



DETAILED APP-TO-
APP COMPARISON

Create custom app watchlists 
to monitor competitors’ daily 
downloads, revenue, and usage. 
Dig deeper to understand 
industry trends and how certain 
events affect, or do not affect, 
market share.

Product Use Case #2:

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
& BENCHMARKING

IN-DEPTH COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS

Quickly identify which countries contribute the most to your competitors’ downloads, 
revenue, and usage. Discover possible expansion and advertising opportunities by 
learning where your competition is having success and you are not.



APP LEVEL SDK 
RECOGNITION

Learn exactly what SDKs are installed in particular apps, when they were installed, 
and the SDK’s function. This will help you better understand how apps are 
monetizing and what tools are used to do so.

Product Use Case #3:

SDK RECOGNITION
& ANALYSIS

OUR SDK 
TECHNOLOGY 

• We track the 5,000 most 
installed SDKs

• In over 450,000 free apps

• Across iOS App Store & 
Google Play

• Our data is updated daily



SDK VENDOR 
INSIGHT

Discover exactly how many apps use a particular SDK and how many 
unique devices has access to that SDK (i.e. their “Total Reach”).

Know which SDKs are installed or uninstalled, and when, for any app.



You can quickly identify apps that are using specific SDKs, or apps that have a 
minimum threshold of downloads and revenue. Discover top new releases, fast 
growing, and / or breakout apps in any country.

Receive daily Apptopia reports based on your custom criteria.

Product Use Case #4:

BUILD CUSTOM 
INDUSTRY REPORTS



Product Use Case #5:

DAILY INDUSTRY 
REPORTS

IDENTIFY 
BREAKOUT APPS

Apptopia’s proprietary predictive algorithms help you discover what apps are most 
likely to reach the top 100 in the next four weeks. Discover the next big app before 
your competition.

Nearly 70% of Apptopia’s predictions breakout within the 
next four weeks.

70%



MOST SUCCESSFUL 
NEW RELEASES

FASTEST 
GROWING APPS

New content and new apps are the single biggest driver of the app economy. This 
daily report helps you quickly learn what apps, released in the last 30 days, are the 
most sticky and are having the most initial success.

Our Surge Report helps you quickly identify the apps that are growing the most 
RIGHT NOW. Discover which apps, and in which categories and countries, are the 
biggest movers.
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Apptopia simply offered more functionality 
and made it easier to get the value we needed 

out of the data. We don’t give out many 
recommendations but they have certainly 

earned this one!

Visit www.apptopia.com to start 
your 7 day free trial
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http://apptopia.com

